ETo is published daily by the Bureau of Meterolog
ETo and ETc and how ETc is calculated.

Scheduling

Irrigation Scheduling

scheduling is one of the most important management practices to achieve optimum water use
y. There are two things to consider here when scheduling the irrigation. One is how much water
rop need. Two is how often will it need water.
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Scheduling according to climatic conditions requires very little equipment.
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Rainfall also is part of scheduling irrigation. The important thing here is to determine what eﬀective
rainfall is. (Generally speaking this could be a rain event over 5mm and under 50mm depending on
ground cover and soil condition)

Several factors are involved in calibrating an injection meter (po
a moving irrigation system like a centre pivot.

The factors
required
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1. Hectares (ha) covered by the irrigation system;
2. Hours for the irrigation system to cover the hectares; and
Rainfall also is part of scheduling irrigation. The important thing here is to determine what effective rainfall is. (Generally speaking this
3. Litres (L) of solution required per hectare.
could be a rain event over 5mm and under 50mm depending on ground cover and soil condition)
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Irrigation application eﬃciency can have a bearing on the amount of water you need
to apply but
often difficult
to determine
without
following:
advanced skills. Put simply it is the ration of water that the crop can use.

A typical calculation using just these factors only:

Rainfall also is part of scheduling irrigation. The i
L/hr = (A x V) / T
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The Pro’s and Con’s of using this method only:
Total water holding capacity of soil

Pro’s It is cheap and simple to implement as you only require
the Bureau of metrology ETo data, rain gauge, understanding
of the crop Kc value at its different stages of growth and a
calculator.

400
mm water / m soil depth

Con’s can be that there is little understanding of what soil water
is available to the crop at planting, what sub surface ﬂows that
are present, capillary rise and what is the actual application
eﬃciency of the irrigation system.
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where:
field

capacity
L/hr = injection rate of liquid fertiliser in litres
per hour
A = area to be fertilised in hectares
V = volume of EASY Liquid needed in litres per hectare
T = time to irrigate/fertigate the eld in hours

The area (A) of the circle can be calculated by using actual eld
permanent
sq m where r is the radius length.
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Using soil moisture will help ﬁne tune the above scheduling
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• what is the drainage rate?
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